Molecular diagnosis of unexplained haemolytic anaemia using targeted next-generation sequencing panel revealed (p.Ala337Thr) novel mutation in GPI gene in two Indian patients.
Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (GPI) deficiency is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder causing congenital haemolytic anaemia (CHA). Diagnosis of GPI deficiency by the biochemical method is unpredicted. Molecular diagnosis by identifying genetic mutation is the gold standard method for confirmation of disease, but causative genes involved in CHA are numerous, and identifying a gene-by-gene approach using Sanger sequencing is also cumbersome, expensive and labour intensive. Recently, next-generation targeted sequencing is more useful in the diagnosis of unexplained haemolytic anaemia. We used targeted next-generation sequencing (NGS) clinical panel for diagnosis of unexplained haemolytic anaemia in two Indian patients which were pending for a long time. All possible causes of haemolytic anaemia were found within normal limit. NGS by clinical exome panel revealed homozygous novel missense mutation in exon 12, c.1009G>A (p.Ala337Thr) in both patients. We further confirm by measuring red blood cell GPI activity in the patients and showed deficiency whereas parents were having intermediate activity. c.1009G>A mutation was also confirmed by Sanger sequencing of exon 12 of GPI gene. The structural-functional analysis by bioinformatics software like Swiss PDB, PolyPhen-2 and PyMol suggested that this pathogenic variant has a direct impact on the structural rearrangement at the region near the active site of the enzyme. This rapid and high-performance targeted NGS assay can be configured to detect specific CHA mutations unique to an individual defect, making it a potentially valuable method for diagnosis of unexplained haemolytic anaemia.